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Abstract
Nowadays, many web designers use interface-driven approaches while creating web sites.
Design-by-example is an interface-driven approach which exploits existing data and allows
designers without strong technical or design skills to develop web sites mostly by making
use of visual tools. In this thesis, we present a method that promotes design-by-example
focusing on the data level. Our approach is to define a system which provides techniques to
discover and extract the schema from existing data. The extracted schema is used in order
to create a mechanism which enables the input and the management of new data in a more
structured way following the extracted schema. This mechanism is able to adapt if the schema
changes and allows the creation and the management of relationships between the data that
is maintained by it. The thesis presents Custom Post Type by Example - a WordPress plugin
that proves feasibility of the approach. We evaluate our approach by recreating a web site
using the plugin, and by making the conceptual comparison with an approach that promotes
the model-driven paradigm.
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Introduction

The model-driven paradigm features a great level of abstraction and suggests the use of models throughout the whole development process. The models are platform independent, which
increases the portability, the reusability, and the development efficiency. These features can
be very beneficial in the web engineering domain and as a result of that, there have been many
approaches, such as WebML[2], Hera[8], a UML-based methodology [7], that promote this
paradigm. Although these approaches are mostly used for the design of data intensive web
sites, some approaches, such as WebML, are proposed to tackle domain specific problems,
for example, the adaptation to different devices [3]. The WebML site specification consists
of four distinct models: structural, hypertext, presentation, and personalization model. Many
other approaches propose a similar organization, which implies that they have to be supported by the diverse teams of people who have different backgrounds, such as programmers,
database architects, graphical designers.
However, human resources is very expensive nowadays, especially in the computer science
domain. Therefore, it is not surprising that many personal websites, and many professional
web sites are made by the individuals who possess a mix of technical and design skills. These
designers typically use the interface-driven approach, which first step is to design a mockup
of the interface. Later, they implement client and server side functionalities by migrating to
a CMS, such as WordPress1 or Drupal2 [14]. Hartmann et al. [6] as well as Kumar et al. [11]
proposed design-by-example, an interface-driven approach which exploits existing data and
enables the users who do not possess strong technical or design skills to develop web sites
mostly by using visual interfaces. Norrie et al. [14] found this approach very promising since
it matches currently widely adopted interface-driven approach and promotes the reusability
of existing data.
1
2

http://www.wordpress.org
http://www.drupal.org
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1.1. GOALS OF THE THESIS

1.1

Goals of the Thesis

Norrie et al. [15] proposed the approach that promotes design-by-example. It features the
theme generator that enables the reusability of the produced themes’ components. While this
approach focuses on the interface level, the goal of this thesis is to investigate the data level
focusing on design-by-example. Moreover, Leone et al. [12] suggested the method which,
starting from the data model, creates the mechanisms that allow data management. Our goal
is to investigate the almost inverse approach which will exploit existing data in order to extract
the schema that will be used to create a data model. Therefore, the goals of the thesis are as
follows:
1. Investigate different approaches to support the schema extraction from existing data.
The approach should take into account both the structure and the content of example
data. The goal is to provide a tool that is lightweight and robust in the same time.
Moreover, the tool should provide users with a visual interface and enable them to take
part in the schema extraction process.
2. Design a system that will make use of the extracted schema in order to create the
mechanism which will enable input of new data in a more structured way that follows
the obtained data model. The system should be able to manage the derived mechanisms
and to enable the reusability of the data model. Since both the data and the data model
can change, the mechanism has to be able to adapt accordingly.
3. Investigate different possibilities to enable relationship management between new data
instances that are maintained by the derived mechanism. The proposed approach
should be able to establish a relationship implicitly, based on the data that follows the
obtained model. Also, different types of supported relationships should be considered.
4. Identify integration and extension points within the WordPress core model in order to
propose an approach that will extend the custom post type and template concept.
5. Conduct a technical evaluation based on the example scenario in order to illustrate the
design-by-example approach proposed in this thesis. Also, a conceptual comparison
with a model-driven approach should be made, which will point out advantages as well
as limitations of the proposed ideas.

1.2

Contribution

As described in Chapter 2, many proposed approaches that promote design-by-example focus
on the interface level. In this thesis, however, we suggest a design-by-example approach
which is data oriented. It exploits data in order to extract the underlying schema which is
automatically converted to a data model. Also, the mechanisms that deal with a new data
model are implicitly created and enable data management.
Since the main goal of this thesis is to support design-by-example when it comes to the data
level, we propose an extension of this approach which allows the implicit creation and management of relationships between data instances. Again, in order to establish a relationship,
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the example data is exploited. In this case, we take advantage of the fact that the example
data follows the data model obtained using our approach. This concept can be very interesting for the future research, since it can bring more advantages to the design-by-example
methodology.
Although the WordPress is currently one of the top ranked CMS and offers very rich CMS
functionalities, its core model is not so complex. It is true that it provides a great level of
flexibility, but in order to take advantage of it, users have to possess certain programming
skills and have to understand the WordPress’s underlying model. With this in mind, we
propose an extension to the WordPress model by developing a plugin which demonstrates
our approach. The plugin follows the design-by-example methodology by exploiting the
existing data from the WordPress system. It focuses on the data level since it automatically
derives custom post types which enable data management. The users are provided with visual
tools that allow the convenient control of all functionalities. Moreover, we use the plugin in
a technical evaluation which investigates advantages and issues of our approach.

1.3

Thesis Overview

The thesis is organized as follows:
• Related work is reviewed in Chapter 2. We discuss the proposed schema extraction
approach. Furthermore, background information about model-driven approaches is
given in this chapter, as well as background information about the design-by-example
approach. Also, the chapter describes the motivation to choose the WordPress as a
target platform as well as the main concepts of this popular CMS.
• In Chapter 3 we describe ideas and concepts that our approach consists of. Moreover,
the chapter describes Custom Post Type by Example, a WordPress plugin that serves as
a proof of concept, in terms of plugin modules, implementation details, as well as used
technologies and libraries.
• Chapter 4 introduces the example scenario that is used to illustrate our approach.
Moreover, a conceptual comparison with a model-driven approach is described in this
chapter.
• In Chapter 5 we give concluding remarks of the proposed approach and discuss about
the future research.

4
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Background

The thesis promotes the design-by-example approach, focusing mainly on the data level.
Therefore, background information about this interface-driven approach is presented in this
chapter. Popular model-driven approaches as well as schema extraction techniques are described in this chapter. Also, the chapter describes the motivation to choose the WordPress as
a target platform as well as WordPress’s main concepts.

2.1

Model driven Approaches

Ceri et al. [2] proposed the Web Modeling Language (WebML). The WebML enables users
to present the web application logic in a conceptual, high-level way without details about the
architecture since the concepts created using WebML are platform independent. Tools, such
as WebRatio1 enable generation of application code based on designed models. The WebML
site specification consists of four distinct models:
• Structural model
This model describes the content of a web site using data entities and relationships
among them. The Entities serve as containers for data elements while relationships
connect entities. Modeling is based on existing models, such as E/R model [4] or UML
class diagrams [1].
• Hypertext model
Different site views called hypertexts are described by the hypertext model in terms
of pages and units. A web site can have one or more hypertexts which share the same
1

http://www.webratio.com
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structural model. This can be useful in many different scenarios, for example, a specific
site view can be created for a particular user group. Hypertext model consists of two
submodels:
– Composition model
Description of hypertexts in terms of pages and units are given by this submodel.
Units present information entities while pages are information containers. A
pages can be organized to consist of only one unit, but it is not necessary. Six
types of content units are supported: data, multidata, index, filter, scroller, and
direct units.
– Navigation model
Content units and pages have to be connected in order to form a hypertex. Connections are described within the navigation model in terms of links. The navigation model features two types of links: contextual and non-contextual links. Contextual links connect two semantically connected units, for example, if a page
presents information about a lecturer, a contextual link would be the link that
connects that page with a page showing all courses taught by the lecturer. Noncontextual links connect unrelated pages, for example, the lecturer page with the
home page.
• Presentation model
This model takes care of the look-and-feel of a web site. It is important to notice that
the presentation is not device specific. The high-level description of different page
styles are given using XML.
• Personalization model
WebML has predefined entities called User and Group. In terms of these entities, the
personalization model describes groups which consist of users. User and Group entities
can be used as a storage for different user or group specific data, such as the movies
purchase history or lists of most played songs.
In order to support the web site development using WebML, the authors suggest a strict separation of concerns among development teams. In the typical design process, the structural
model is developed by data experts, the navigation model is designed by application architects, graphic designers take care of the presentation model, and the site administrator is
responsible for the personalization model. WebML features a straightforward notation which
enables an easy communication between different teams.
Another approach that follows the model-driven paradigm is given by Hennicker and Koch
[7]. It uses a UML extension for the hypermedia design. This approach describes a web site
in a similar way as WebML - in terms of three orthogonal models: conceptual, navigation,
and presentation model. In order to define a conceptual model, the authors propose the use
of use cases. The conceptual model is presented using the UML class model which describes
entities and their attributes, as well as associations. In order to describe the navigation structure model, the navigation space model has to be derived. It consists of navigational classes
and navigation associations. The main scope of the presentation model is the structural or-
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ganization of the presentation. The model can be derived from the navigation structure model
in many different ways.

2.2

Design-by-Example

As discussed before, many web designers use interface-driven approaches while creating web
sites. Given that Web is an enormous corpus of web pages, there are great potentials that lie
in the data that web pages consist of. One of them, which is for sure not exploited enough,
is using the data as an example for different web design purposes. Let us take the WordPress
codex web page that describes the development of the custom post types as an example. The
web page describes how to register a new post type and lists many different options with their
descriptions. However, for the developers, the example code snippet has a great value and it
is a great working starting point that can reduce the development time and increase a level of
understanding. Therefore, web pages data can be exploited in the same way that a developer
can make use of an example code snippet.
Design-by-example is a technique that promotes rapid development, the use of visual tools,
and the use of example data as a basis for many applications. Also, web designers can benefit
using this technique since no deep understanding of technical and design aspects is needed.
Recently, the interface-driven approach was developed on top of the WordPress that promotes
design-by-example [15]. The proposed tool, X-Themes Generator, extends the WordPress
theme system and allows designers to create new themes by making use of components from
the existing themes. A user is able to select a part of an existing theme and clone it by
simple drag-and-drop gesture to another theme. Hartmann et al. [6] proposed a tool, called
d.mix, that also makes use of example data. It is a web-based design tool that provides the
infrastructure for creation of web mashups. It features a visual interface which is used for
the selection of example content as well as for the management of the tool output. A user is
able to select a web page inside the browser that will be annotated, and use the context menu
given by the tool in order to exploit the selected example data. The data is used for providing
a site-to-service map which identifies the web service calls needed to reproduce the example
content. Kumar et al. [11] introduced the Bricolage algorithm for transferring design styles
and content between web pages. The algorithm takes a web page as an input and infers its
composition using the machine learning techniques. The results can be used, for example,
to display a content from one web site using the structure and styles from the other. Also,
the similarity between different web designs can be measured using this system. Again, this
approach promotes design-by-example and takes web pages as an example data.

2.3

Schema extraction

After selecting the example data, the schema extraction is the first step within our approach.
Our goal is to investigate a method which is lightweight and robust in the same time. It is
very important that the extracted schema follows a suitable format so that a more general data
model can be derived from it. Generally, the example data does not need to be structured or
to follow a specific model. However, in this thesis we are focusing on the web content, that is,

8
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HTML documents. Ideally, the schema extraction method should take into account not only
the structure of the example data, but also the content. Also, the users should be provided
with the tools able to extract the schema not only by demand, but also automatically, for
example, while the user is entering the example data in the system. This enables user to be
focused on a data segment.
There are many different approaches that tackle the schema extraction problem. Miller and
Myers [13] proposed a system called LAPIS. The LAPIS features the structure description
language called text constraints. It is able to describe text structure in a very general way by
exploiting relationships between text regions. Furthermore, there are many other tools, such
as Dido [10], Potluck [9], and C3W [5], which enable data classification and provide users
with visual interfaces.

2.4

WordPress

WordPress2 is an open source project, firstly appeared in 2003. Initially, it was a blogging tool
based on PHP and MySQL. After years of development, however, WordPress became a full
content management system with a large community standing behind it. The plugin system,
custom content types and the theme system are the concepts that made it possible.
Nowadays, WordPress is the largest self-hosted blogging tool which powers tens of millions
web sites. There are thousands of both commercial and free to use plugins, widgets, and
themes available on the Web. According to some estimates3 , WordPress powers 21.9% websites that are in top 10 million. Also, in the CMS share, WordPress has 60.3%.
The following sections will briefly describe the most important concepts standing behind
WordPress. Also, the themes4 system will not be described because it is not in the scope of
the thesis. However, it is also a very important WordPress feature which allows designers to
create a completely new look-and-feel for the WordPress web site. As a rule, a WordPress
installation comes with a few default themes.

2.4.1

Post Types5

WordPress has five default post types:
• Post
This is the most used post type which, basically, represents a blog post. Posts are
displayed chronologically with the most recent post showed first. Every post consists
of a set of attributes, such as author, post content, post date etc.
• Page
2

http://www.wordpress.org
http://w3techs.com/technologies/overview/content management/all (21.4.2014)
4
http://codex.wordpress.org/Theme Development
5
http://codex.wordpress.org/Post Types
3
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Pages are similar to posts. However, pages cannot be assigned to a category neither
a tag can be assigned to a page. On the other hand, pages can build a hierarchy that
consists of parent-child relationships. Also, pages can use different page templates,
which can affect their presentation.
• Attachment
WordPress uses the attachment in order to describe files uploaded using the media
upload system. Typically, an image is one attachment and it consists of attributes, such
as size of the image, generated thumbnails, location of the image etc.
• Revision
Revisions and posts build a parent-child relationship. A revision has a post as its parent
and presents a version or a draft of the post.
• Navigation Menu
It presents a single item in the WordPress’s navigation menu system.
A WordPress user is able to utilize these post types and add custom content to the web site
as soon as WordPress setup is finished. While these post types can be enough to manage and
run a simple blog, more advanced concepts and techniques are needed in order to achieve rich
CMS functionalities. However, the WordPress plugin system and custom content types give
the unlimited freedom to a developer and present the real strength of WordPress.

2.4.2

Plugin System6

Using the plugin system, developers are able to add new features to the default WordPress
core functionalities. The plugin development is relatively easy and straightforward since
the WordPress architecture allows an uncomplicated integration and plenty of points where
the integration can be applied. In the WordPress terminology, integration points are called
hooks. Hooks enable execution of custom functions at specific events. There are two types of
hooks - filter7 hooks and action8 hooks. The difference between these two is not completely
distinguishable. There are many situations when one can solve the same problem using either
type of hooks. However, action hooks should generally be used to execute the custom code
at specific time or at specific event while filter hooks should be used in order to update the
existing data. In the following example9 , an action hook is used for the function that sends
an email when a new post is published:
1

6

class emailer {
function send( $post_ID ) {
$friends = ’bob@example.org,susie@example.org’;
mail( $friends,"sally’s blog updated",’I just put something on my
blog: http://blog.example.com’ );
return $post_ID;
}
6

http://codex.wordpress.org/Plugins
http://codex.wordpress.org/Plugin API/Filter Reference
8
http://codex.wordpress.org/Plugin API/Action Reference
9
http://codex.wordpress.org/Plugin API
7
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}
$myEmailClass = new emailer();
add_action( ’publish_post’, array( $myEmailClass, ’send’ ) );

The next example10 uses a filter hook in order to change the default core functionality:
1

6

11

add_filter( ’bloginfo’, ’mybloginfo’, 1, 2 );
add_filter( ’bloginfo_url’, ’mybloginfo’, 1, 2 );
function mybloginfo( $result=’’, $show=’’ ) {
switch ( $show ) {
case ’wpurl’:
$result = SITE_URL;
break;
case ’template_directory’:
$result = TEMPL_DIR;
break;
default:
}
return $result;
}

2.4.3

Custom Content Types

Together with the plugin system, custom content types are the most powerful features that
this rich content management system has to offer. Using custom content types, a user has
high degree of freedom to personalize a WordPress web site.
Custom post types allow creation of additional post types besides the default ones. The API
that is used for this process is very flexible and offers many different options. Users are able
not only to change the visual interface that is used during the creation of custom posts but
also to enable data input in a more structured manner, as well as to add many other specifics.
When a custom post type is created, a user can use the same environment in order to add,
update, and delete custom posts of that type.
The following is a basic example11 of creating a custom post type:

5

10

add_action( ’init’, ’create_post_type’ );
function create_post_type() {
register_post_type( ’acme_product’,
array(
’labels’ => array(
’name’ => __( ’Products’ ),
’singular_name’ => __( ’Product’ )
),
’public’ => true,
’has_archive’ => true,
)
);
}
10
11

http://codex.wordpress.org/Plugin API
http://codex.wordpress.org/Post Types
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In order to display the content, regardless of the type that is used to manage the content,
WordPress follows the strict template hierarchy12 . Whether it is a default post type or a
custom post type, WordPress searches through the current Theme’s directory for a specific
template file13 . The search starts with the more specific template files and goes towards
the more general ones. The first that matches the search criteria is used. For example, if
a user creates a custom post type and a template file specifically for that type, it will be
used to display the custom post instead of the more general template file that is used for all
posts.

12
13

http://codex.wordpress.org/Template Hierarchy
The template file describes the presentation of a particular post type

12
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Data Driven Design by Example
In this chapter we describe our approach that promotes design-by-example focusing on the
data level and we present Custom Post Type by Example - a WordPress plugin which allows
users to exploit the proposed approach by operating with an easy-to-use visual interface integrated within the well known WordPress environment.

3.1

Approach

As discussed before, there have been different approaches that promote the design-byexample paradigm. However, they are focused mainly on the interface level or the design
point of view. Our approach is to follow the key concepts proposed by design-by-example,
that is, taking advantage of existing data, the reusability of the data, allowing the users with
little or no technical skills to develop web sites using uncomplicated visual tools, while focusing on the data level. The Figure 3.1 illustrates our proposed approach.

Figure 3.1: Data Driven Design by Example

13
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3.1.1

3.1. APPROACH

Example Data

Since our main focus is the design of web sites, the example data that we are going to use
in our approach is content from web pages, that is, HTML data. Generally, the data does
not need to be from web pages, and it does not need to be structured even. Of course, techniques used to extract the schema from unstructured data would be more complex and more
demanding to implement in that case.
In order to derive a data model, the schema has to be extracted from the example data. We
propose the method for schema extraction which is lightweight and robust. It takes advantage of the fact that the HTML data is used as the example data, and considers not only the
structure but also the content of the example data. The extracted schema is kept in a suitable
format, so that it can be used in order to derive a data model. The process of the extraction can
be done in either an automatic or a manual way. The automatic way enables the dynamic extraction while the example data is being created. The manual way provides users with a visual
interface which can be used for the schema extraction from a large chunk of the example data.
Furthermore, a user can be directly involved in this process and affect the schema extraction.
All the changes of the example data that the user makes will be immediately visible.

3.1.2

Automatic Generation of Data Model

Extracted schema is used in order to derive a suitable data model which will be exploited by
different mechanisms that allow data management. While a user can take part and contribute
to the schema extraction process, we believe that the specific data model, as well as structures
that enable data management for that specific model, should be generated automatically, behind the scenes. Of course, the structures that deal with the data are platform specific, while
the data model does not need to follow a particular architecture.
In order to support the design-by-example paradigm, our goal is to enable users to make use
of a graphical interface when it comes to data management. Users without technical skills
are able to enter, delete and update data using visual tools. Moreover, the reusability is an
important aspect to consider when it comes to data management. In our approach, we support
it on the conceptual level, between components that the data structures consist of. It is also
possible to combine different components in order to create a new data structure.

3.1.3

Relationships between Data Instances

In many scenarios, relationships between data instances can be exploited in order to get different benefits. For example, if we consider a web site that consists of, besides other, the data
about artists and songs, it is intuitive to establish a relationship between those two entities
and exploit it for different purposes e.g, to create a link structure between them.
Our approach is to take advantage of the created data model and allow the establishment of
relationships between the data entities that follow the model. Structures that manage relationships use the entities as example data in order to form relationships. We propose implicit
construction of the relationships, so that users without technical skills still can have benefits
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of these relationships. However, management of the relationships as well as the creation on
demand is possible for more advanced users.
The relationships can be implemented in many ways and it depends on a particular platform
and particular needs. Also, the types and properties of the relationships is something that
should be decided about during the implementation phase.

3.1.4

Evolution of Data Model

Since web sites as well as the data that belongs to the web sites are very dynamic and tend
to change over time, evolution of the data model should be considered and supported. Our
approach allows users to add, remove and update the components that the data structures,
which form a data model, consist of. Again, the particular actions are supported on the
interface level by making use of the visual interface. Provision of the automatic evolution
of the data model when the example data changes is very useful in this segment since users
would not need to take care about it. However, this is not an easy task to accomplish since
the data model can be changed in the meantime.
It is very important to protect the existing data that belongs to the derived data model when
it comes to the evolution of it. The data have to stay consistent and should not be affected
by the change. We propose the keeping of the existing data even if the corresponding data
structure is deleted from the data model, since there is a chance that it can be exploited in the
future.

3.2

Implementation

While WordPress users have possibility to create and maintain simple blogging web sites out
of the box, immediately after the WordPress installation, making use of advanced concepts,
such as custom post types and custom templates, is not so straightforward. In order to create
a custom post type, a user has to understand the underlying data model and has to possess
certain programming skills in order to use PHP and, in some cases, JavaScript, MySQL etc.
With this in mind, we created a WordPress plugin which can be used by users without strong
technical skills. It illustrates our approach and presents a proof of concept.
In order to extend the WordPress core model, we use the standard plugin API that is provided
by WordPress. As soon as the plugin is activated from the plugins menu, a new menu item is
displayed in the dashboard. This new menu item offers plugin functionalities that can be used
manually, involving the user. There are three submenu pages that provide visual interfaces for
the creation and management of created custom post types and relationships (see Figure 3.2).
Besides these functionalities, the plugin offers dynamic functionalities that are integrated into
the WordPress’s visual environment. WordPress provides users with two different interfaces
that are used for management of the data content that belongs to a specific post. Our plugin
is based on the WordPress’s visual interface which allows users to manage data content using
a WYSIWYG editor. Since our approach is to allow users to make use of visual tools, this
presents an ideal integration point for our plugin.

16
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Figure 3.2: Plugin menu item
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Figure 3.3: System architecture
Since the WordPress is a rich CMS and provides different data types as containers for different
data content, we take advantage of the WordPress’s posts content as example data. Users are
allowed to extract the schema from the content in two ways: using the WordPress’s visual
editor or using the plugin menu item from the dashboard. First way is more comfortable for
less experienced users since it provides the real time overview of the extracted schema. Users
are able to manage the example post content in place and see results immediately while they
are using the WordPress’s default post interface. The other way uses the interface provided
by our plugin. It requires from users to load the example post. However, using this interface,
users can modify not only the content of the example post but also the HTML markup.
The plugin consists of four main components: Example Schema Extractor, Custom Post Type
Creator, Custom Post Type Manager, and Relationship Manager (see Figure 3.3 for system
architecture). Every component implements a specific concept of our approach and will be
described more in depth in the subsequent sections of this chapter. Since the WordPress
core does not offer particular structures that our plugin can use, we developed an underlying
structure that is shared among all components and used in order to manage custom post types
within our system in a comfortable way. Also, it is responsible for communication with the
database that we use as a storage for all information related to custom post types together
with example post data (see class diagram in Figure 3.4).
The latest version of the WordPress that the plugin is tested on is 3.9 and this is currently the
most recent version of this CMS. The plugin is implemented using PHP and MySQL on the
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Figure 3.4: Class diagram
server side, while HTML5, CSS3 and JavaScript with jQuery library are the technologies that
are employed on the client side. Furthermore, two external libraries are used - PHP Simple
HTML DOM Parser and Inflector class, originally a part of the Ruby on Rails Inflector, that
was ported to PHP.

3.2.1

Example Schema Extractor

This component is responsible for the schema extraction from the example data. It takes
HTML source code of an example post’s content as input, takes necessary steps in order
to clean the data and prepare it for the further analysis, extracts and presents the schema
in a suitable form so that the component which creates custom post types can make use of
it.
Since the schema extraction is not the main goal of our approach, we developed a lightweight
technique for this component which does not use pattern matching or machine learning methods in order to discover the underlying schema and extract it. Example Schema Extractor
takes advantage of a specific formatting that post’s HTML source code has when it is created
by WordPress’s visual editor. Namely, the visual editor’s default behavior is to wrap almost
every paragraph with an HTML p tag. Paragraphs that are not wrapped with the p tag are
the paragraphs that consist of one of the following elements: blockquotes, addresses, lists,
headings or preformatted text. These paragraphs are wrapped with a tag that is defined by a
particular element.
Before the extraction process, the input data has to be modified and cleaned. For instance,
since WordPress’s visual editor uses span tags in order to apply the text decoration, for example, the font color or the underlined text, these tags are removed from the HTML source
code. Also, all quotation marks in the post content are escaped with a backslash, which can
be a problem during schema extraction (see Code 3.1). After the data cleaning, HTML source
code of the example post content is parsed using PHP Simple HTML DOM Parser library.
The library is lightweight and very straightforward to use. Loading of the HTML source code
either from a string or from a specific URI is done in only one line of code. Also, traversing of
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the DOM tree is very intuitive to perform. For the every example post’s paragraph, an input
field is suggested based on the HTML source code of that paragraph. In the end, the schema
extractor outputs a list of fields that are used by Custom Post Type Creator component.

2

/* Removes span
...) */
$post_content =
$post_content =
$post_content =

tags (these are used for text color, underlined style,

7

/* Removes backslashes before quotations for attributes */
$post_content = preg_replace(’/<([ˆ<>]+)>/e’, ’"<" .
str_replace("\\\\\\\\\"", \’"\’, "$1") . ">"’, $post_content);

preg_replace(’/<span[ˆ>]*>/’, "", $post_content);
preg_replace(’/<\/span>/’, "", $post_content);
preg_replace(’/<br[ˆ>]*>/’, "", $post_content);

/* Removes spaces from style attribute (it resolves a bug in the simple
html dom library) */
$match = array();
preg_match_all(’/style=(\\\\"[ˆ"]+\\\\")/’, $post_content, $match);
12
$replacement = array();
foreach($match[1] as $ind => $el){
$replacement[$ind] = str_replace(’ ’, ’’, $match[1][$ind]);
}
17
$post_content = str_replace($match[1], $replacement, $post_content);
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/* Inserts HTML entities instead quotation marks */
$post_content = str_replace("\\\"", "&quot;", $post_content);
$post_content = str_replace("\\’", "&#039;", $post_content);
$html = str_get_html($post_content);

Code 3.1: Data cleaning
The Example Schema Extractor provides users with two different visual interfaces that can
be used in order to extract the schema.
One of them does not depend on the WordPress’s built-in interface for the post editing. It
is provided for more advanced users, who want to edit the example post’s HTML source
code in place. In order to start the schema extraction process using this interface, a user
should select the CPBE Creator option within the plugin’s menu item. Figure 3.5 shows the
starting page with one input field. In order to load an example post, the user has to enter
the post ID, which can be found on the post’s editing page, inside the input field. After
loading of the example post, interface looks like on Figure 3.6. The HTML source code of
the example post can be edited inside the textarea. After modifications, the user can submit
the source code for the schema extraction. When the extraction is done, the extracted schema
is displayed to the user (see Figure 3.7) in terms of input fields that the new custom post
type will consist of. For every field, there is a corresponding fieldset which allows the user
to enter the name for the input field or to remove the input field. Within every fieldset, there
is also a textbox which shows the input text that was used by the schema extractor in order
to derive the corresponding input field. It is useful because it helps users to remember the
function of the proposed field. In the top-right corner, there are two additional toolboxes that
allow modification of the extracted schema. The Additional Fields toolbox allows users to
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Figure 3.5: Starting page

Figure 3.6: Example post’s source code editor
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Figure 3.7: Extracted schema editor
insert additional fields to the extracted schema. There are four types of input fields that can be
added: textarea, textbox, select, and select with possibility to choose more than one option.
When type of the input field is selected and name of the input field entered, users can add
it to the existing schema. This functionality is implemented using the jQuery library. The
other toolbox is called Custom Post Types. Using this toolbox, users are able to add fields
from existing custom post types. When the custom post type is selected, a multiple options
list, which allows the selection of one or more input fields from existing custom post types,
is displayed. After the selection, users can add fields to the extracted schema. Using AJAX
(see Code 3.2), the client sends a request to the server for the selected fields. Function which
retrieves selected fields from the database (see Code 3.3) sends the answer to the front end
that subsequently inserts required fields to the existing schema. The function is hooked to the
WordPress’s AJAX request event.
1

6

11

$jq.ajax({
type: ’POST’,
url: ajaxurl,
dataType: ’json’,
data: {
action: ’CPBE_get_CPT_fields’,
CPT_name: selectedName,
CPT_fields: selectedFields
},
success: function(data){
insertRetreivedFields(data);
},
error: function(xhr, textStatus, errorThrown){
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alert("There was an error during AJAX fields request!\n" +
xhr.responseText);
16

}
});

Code 3.2: AJAX request
/* Returns custom post type fields */
add_action(’wp_ajax_CPBE_get_CPT_fields’, ’CPBE_get_CPT_fields’);
4

9

function CPBE_get_CPT_fields(){
if (isset($_SERVER[’HTTP_X_REQUESTED_WITH’]) &&
strtolower($_SERVER[’HTTP_X_REQUESTED_WITH’]) == ’xmlhttprequest’){
if(isset($_POST[’CPT_fields’]) && isset($_POST[’CPT_name’])) {
$CPT_name = $_POST[’CPT_name’];
$CPT_field_names = $_POST[’CPT_fields’];
$custom_post_type = new CPBE_custom_post_type($CPT_name);
$custom_post_type->load_fields();
$response = array();
foreach($custom_post_type->fields as $field){
if(in_array($field->name, $CPT_field_names))
$response[] = $field;
}
echo json_encode($response);
}

14
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}
else{
die(’Direct access is forbidden!’);
}
/* die is called in order to prevent adding 0 at the end of the
response */
die();

24

}

Code 3.3: Server’s response
The other visual interface is integrated into the WordPress’s post editor page (see Figure 3.8).
Using the WordPress’s add meta boxes hook, two additional meta boxes, CPBE Controls and
CPBE Suggestions, are added to the post editor page. The former meta box enables users to
switch on or off the plugin’s functionalities. If the checkbox is selected, the latter meta box
displays the extracted schema from the above post dynamically. Whenever the enter button
is pressed or the post content is changed, the schema extraction mechanism is activated. It
sends an AJAX request with the post content to the server and displays the response in the
meta box. At the very bottom of the meta box, there is a button which, when pressed, displays
the extracted schema and tools for schema management (see Figure 3.9) as well as option for
the custom post type creation in a separate box. WordPress includes a jQuery library called
ThickBox which provides this functionality. It is very useful because users can create a new
custom post type while they do not need to leave the WordPress’s post editor. The visual
interface provides users with two way communication between WordPress’s post editor and
extracted schema fields. Users are able to use the input fields displayed in the CPBE Suggestion meta box in order to enter and modify the post content in a more structured manner. The
post content in the WordPress’s post editor is updated in real time as well. In order to implement this functionality, we exploited the WordPress’s embedded editor’s API. WordPress
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Figure 3.8: Schema extraction interface
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Figure 3.9: Extracted schema editor
uses the TinyMCE1 editor for WYSIWYG editing. While the plugin’s functionalities are enabled, users are provided with an auto-complete feature (see Figure 3.10). It is implemented
using the TinyMCE’s API in combination with our jQuery library. Communication with the
server is done by AJAX requests. The auto-complete list consists of all the data that is entered
in WordPress using created custom post types.

3.2.2

Custom Post Type Creator

Custom Post Type Creator is responsible for the generation of custom post types based on
the extracted schema. This component uses the proposed model (see Figure 3.4) in order to
manipulate with specific data used for the creation of custom post types. Within this model,
class CPBE custom post type describes one created custom post type. An instance of this
class consists of a set of objects of type CPBE input field, and corresponds to one input field
in the custom post type interface. Furthermore, class CPBE custom post type provides an
API which is used for all operations related to custom post types, for example, for creation of
the custom post types, communication with the database etc.
In order to be detected by the WordPress, a new custom post type has to be registered within
the system. The recommended action hook to be used for this purpose is init hook. Inside
the registered function, register post type() has to be called with arguments which provide
specific information, for example, about the custom post type name, names of different labels
1

http://www.tinymce.com
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Figure 3.10: Auto-complete feature
for different custom post types options used within WordPress etc. Inside this function, it
is also possible to register a taxonomy for the custom post type, which is used in order to
assign posts to specific categories. Categories can be used later for specific purposes. For
example, let us imagine that a created custom post type manages data about courses. Courses
can be assigned to categories based on the semester when courses are taught. Based on these
categories, it is possible to display only courses that are taught in the autumn semester, for
example. Furthermore, users are enabled to create meta boxes which consist of meta fields.
Using different meta fields, users can personalize and structure the data managed by the
custom post type. The recommended action hook for the function which adds meta box is
admin init hook. Together with the function that creates a meta box, users have to provide
a function which manages meta fields’ content and saves it to the database. There are many
more options that can be set, such as the support for featured images, but these are not of
great importance for our plugin. Custom Post Type Creator generates a file which consists of
all before mentioned settings, for every custom post type. All these files are included in the
main plugin file and registered within WordPress. When WordPress displays the dashboard
menu again, there will be menu items for every created custom post type. Using these menus,
users are able to see a list of all posts of a specific custom post type, to create a new post or to
create and manage categories for the custom post type. Figure 3.11 shows the interface that
is used for the creation and editing of custom posts. There is no need for the WordPress’s
visual editor anymore, since input fields can be used for the data input in a more structured
and semantic way. During the implementation of this component, we identified an interesting
problem. Namely, WordPress uses different labels in order to display information and options
regarding a custom post type. Depending on the context, labels should have either the singular
or plural form. For example, if the custom post type named Course is created, WordPress will
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Figure 3.11: Custom post editor
automatically provide options which enable users to see the list of all courses and to add a new
course. The corresponding labels should be: All Courses and Add New Course. However,
we did not want to move the responsibility of the creation of different versions of labels to the
user’s side since our opinion is that users should not be concerned with this matter. Therefore,
we made use of the Inflector class that is a port of the Ruby on Rails2 Inflector. The class
provides functions that pluralize and singularize English nouns.
WordPress uses template files in order to display posts of particular post types (see Section
2.4.3). However, in order to show added meta fields, the user should create a template file
that is used to display posts of the created custom post type. The Custom Post Types Creator
component generates a template file for displaying of created custom posts and a template
file that can be used for a page that shows a list of all created posts that belong to the specific
custom post type (index page). Template files are generated for every existing theme in the
system. Since every theme in the system has different styles and components, the generated
template files are very general. They take the header and the footer from the existing theme
and insert the custom post data between.
Information about every created custom post type is saved in the database. For this purpose,
we used the WordPress’s options table. Functions that update, retrieve and remove the data
saved in this table are provided by WordPress. Since writing to the WordPress’s database
is expensive, we decided to keep the data about every created custom post type in serialized form, as one record. Methods that encode and decode this data are provided by the
CPBE custom post type class.
2

http://www.rubyonrails.org/
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Figure 3.12: Custom Post Type Manager

3.2.3

Custom Post Type Manager

This module provides users with a visual interface that can be used for management of created
custom post types. In order to use functionalities provided by this module, a user should select
the CPBE Manager option within the plugin’s menu. Figure 3.12 shows the start page. Users
are able to edit the extracted schema that specific custom post type is based on. Interface
that is used for this purpose is the same interface provided to the user during the creation of
the custom post type (see Figure 3.7). Users can add or remove fields and that operations
do not affect the existing data. This interface also can be used to generate new custom post
types. For example, let us imagine that a user have created a custom post type that manages
data about courses. Now, he/she wants to create a custom post type which takes care about
seminars. Seminars have almost the same structure like courses except the fact that seminars
do not include exercises. The easiest way to accomplish this is to edit the existing custom
post type using the CPBE Manager, remove fields that contains the data about exercises and
save the custom post type with under the different name. The Custom Post Type Creator
generates a new custom post type based on the modified schema. Custom Post Type Manager
also allows users to remove created custom post types. The generated custom post type file,
the generated template files, and the data about the custom post type in the database will be
removed by selecting the remove option from the menu.

3.2.4

Relationship Manager

Creation and management of relationships between custom post types are provided by Relationship Manager component. During activation of the plugin, a table that keeps relationships
data is added to the WordPress’s database. Figure 3.13 illustrates the structure of the table. In
order to modify the WordPress’s database and add additional table, inside the main plugin file
a function with a MySQL statement have to be included and registered using the activation
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Figure 3.13: Table schema
hook for that specific file. The following code snippet shows the registration process and the
statement that is used for the creation of additional table:
register_activation_hook( __FILE__, ’CPBE_create_rel_table’ );

4

function CPBE_create_rel_table(){
global $wpdb;
$table_name = $wpdb->prefix . "cpbe_relationships";
$statement = "CREATE TABLE $table_name (
cpt_name VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
cpt_field VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
linked_cpt VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (cpt_name, cpt_field)
);";
require_once( ABSPATH . ’wp-admin/includes/upgrade.php’ );
dbDelta( $statement );

9

14
}

Code 3.4: Creation of the additional table
The similar API, which is provided by WordPress, can be used in order to insert new values
to the table or modify and delete existing ones.
Every field that belongs to a custom post type can be linked with the 1:n relationship to
another custom post type. We found that this kind of relationships can be useful since it
allows connection of the different data instances within the system. Let us take a website that
consists of data about authors and publications as an example. Besides other information,
description of every publication consists of a list of authors. On the other hand, information
about every author includes a list of publications authored by him/her. Within our system, an
author and a publication would be two custom post types. Typically, the field that describes
a list of authors of particular publication can be linked to the custom post type that manages
authors. After the establishment of this relationship, a list of all publications authored by
a specific author would be generated automatically and updated dynamically. Also, when a
user wants to add an author to the new or to the existing publication, he/she will be able to
choose an existing author from the system using visual tools rather than to type the author’s
name again.
The Relationship Manager provides two ways to establish relationships - the implicit and
the explicit way. The relationships can be created implicitly when a user creates or edits
custom posts (see Figure 3.11 for custom post editor page). If the user enters data inside
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Figure 3.14: Auto-complete feature
some input field that matches with an existing custom post in the system, a relationship will be
created automatically and the input field will be linked to the corresponding custom post type.
However, if the input field is already linked to some custom post type, the auto-complete list
will show and give possibility to choose among all existing custom posts of the linked custom
post type (see Figure 3.14). The auto-complete feature uses the adapted jQuery library that is
implemented for the auto-complete functionality provided for the WordPress’s visual editor
(see Figure 3.10). Communication with the back-end is done using AJAX. If the user wants
to create a new post of the linked custom post type, it is also possible by pressing the button at
the bottom of the auto-complete list. The user does not need to leave the current page, since
he/she can create a new post in place (see Figure 3.15).
Using the provided visual interface (see Figure 3.16) a user is able to load all created custom
posts from the system. Based on the posts’ content, the user can create, modify, and delete
relationships explicitly. All communication between the client and the server is done using
AJAX requests.
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Figure 3.15: Post Creation

Figure 3.16: Relationship Manager

4

Evaluation

Before we start the evaluation, we would like to motivate it with a scenario which demonstrates a possible real world model. We chose the GlobIS group web site1 because it has a
suitable structure for demonstration of our tool. The web site (see Figure 4.1) contains all
related information about group activities, such as publications, education activities, research
activities, information about group members etc. The data on the web site is relatively dynamic since new publications are being published, course programs are being changed and
adapted frequently etc. Therefore, management of the data can be improved by making use
of a CMS, such as WordPress.
In order to conduct a technical evaluation, we have chosen a part of the web site from our
scenario, which was suitable for the demonstration of our techniques. We are going to recreate following pages: People, Education, and Publications. Figure 4.2 illustrates the abstract model of data entities.
Page People is an index page which lists all group members based on their position (see
Figure 4.1(a)). Member names are links which navigate to the single page of that particular
member. All member’s pages have the similar structure, which begins with a member image
that is followed by the basic contact information as well as professional biography details
(see Figure 4.1(b)).
Education page is also an index page (see Figure 4.1(c)). It shows all courses that are taught
by the group members, with a short description and a link that navigates to the specific course.
All pages that consist of the information related to a specific course have the similar structure
(see Figure 4.1(d)) and contains information about lecturers, lecture/exercise hours, course
materials, course descriptions etc.
1

http://www.globis.ethz.ch/
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(a) List of group members

(b) Single group member

(c) List of courses taught by the group members

(d) Single Course

(e) List of publications

(f) Single publication

Figure 4.1: GlobIS web site

Figure 4.2: Submodel of the web site
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Figure 4.3: Schema extraction
Publications page lists all group publications in chronological order (see Figure 4.1(e)). After
the publication data, links which navigate to a specific publication’s page and to a specific
resource are provided. Every publication page contains information about publications, such
as the information about title, authors, date, as well as the publication abstract (see Figure
4.1(f)).

4.1

Recreation of the Web Site

The first step of the recreation process is the construction of a custom post type that manages
information about group members. In order to create a custom post type, the example data
should be chosen. This step would be trivial if all group member pages have exactly the same
structure - any group member page could be taken as the example data. However, this is not
the case. For example, some members have the information about the area of interest in the
first paragraph under the image, while some members do not have this information at all. Our
recommendation is to choose a page that represents the structure in the best possible way and
modify the schema during the extraction process or later when the custom post type is created.
With this in mind, we choose a member page to serve as an example, copy all relevant data
to the WordPress’s visual editor, and select the checkbox that enables functionalities of our
plugin. When the checkbox is selected, the corresponding component extracts the schema
from the example data and shows the output in the bottom meta box (see Figure 4.3). Since
the chosen member page does not contain a label for the passage that provides information
about the area of interest, we insert the label in the visual editor. The proposed schema
updates automatically and the results are shown in the bottom meta box. This is also a good
moment to make all additional schema changes so that we do not need to update it later when
the custom post type is already created.
Since the extracted schema satisfies our requirements, we save the example post, and start the
creation of the custom post type by pressing the corresponding button. Figure 4.4 shows the
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Figure 4.4: Schema editor
new dialog box which allow further schema modification, as well as the naming of different
schema components. Since we do not want to make any further changes to the suggested
schema, we only enter the names of corresponding fields. In the end, we create the custom
post type by pressing the corresponding button.
We get the message which says that the custom post type is successfully created. The further
step would be to enter the data about group members. Since the custom post type is created, a
menu item called Group Members is added to the dashboard. This is the typical menu item for
all custom post types added to WordPress. Using this menu, we select the option for adding
new posts, which redirects us to the post edit page (see Figure 4.5). This is the custom post
type interface which allows data input and data management, and which we are going to use
in order to enter the data for all members of the group. Since we finished the data input, we
publish the post by pressing the publish button. By publishing the post, WordPress saves all
post data to the database. As soon as we publish the post, we are provided with the option
to see it. Figure 4.6 shows the created post which is displayed using the Twenty Fourteen one of the WordPress’s default themes, and following the post template, which is generated
automatically. We repeat the same process in order to add data for all other members of the
group. The next step would be to generate an index page, which lists all created custom
posts. In our case, it will list all members of the group. We use the WordPress’s default
interface for the page creation, enter the page title, and select Group Members for the page
template, which is generated automatically by our system, and publish the page (see Figure
4.7). The WordPress added automatically the navigation item called People in the navigation
menu.
The same process, starting from the beginning, is used in order to create the custom posts that
manage courses and publications. One important thing to notice is the automatic creation of
relationships. Namely, when a custom post type which manages courses was created, during
the input of the data about courses, relationships were created that connect the lecturers field
and the assistants field with the custom post type that manages group members. This is done
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Figure 4.5: Post editor

Figure 4.6: Group member page
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Figure 4.7: People page
automatically because there was a match between the lecturer or assistant field with the name
of one group member. The same situation was happened during the input of the publication
data, since publication authors are the group members as well. As soon as the relationship
is constructed, the auto-complete feature is enabled for the input of lecturers, assistants and
authors. Moreover, every group member’s page automatically displays all courses and all
publications for that specific member (see Figure 4.8). Also, it is interesting to see the lookand-feel of the same web page when the WordPress theme is changed (see Figure 4.9). There
is a clear distinction between the data content, which is the main focus of our approach, and
the data presentation. Figure 4.10 illustrates the described design process.

4.2

Comparison of Approaches

In order to assess our approach and to point out important advantages and disadvantages of
it, we are going to make a conceptual comparison with a model-driven approach.
Leone et al. [12] proposed an approach that allows users to, starting from the data model,
create specific mechanisms for data management. In other words, the idea is to support the
development of data-driven web sites based on the model-driven approach. They have chosen
WordPress as a target platform and proposed a meta plugin - a plugin which generates new
plugins. In order to demonstrate the idea, they extended the WordPress core model by adding
support for the creation of ER models. The meta plugin creates new plugins based on the
given ER model. Figure 4.11 (adapted from [12]) illustrates and compares our WordPress
extension (right) and the extension proposed by Leone et al. [12] (left).
It is important to notice similarities between these two approaches. Conceptually, the goal of
both approaches is the same - to provide mechanisms that enable data management. Therefore, both approaches are focusing on the data level. Moreover, in order to achieve the goal,
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Figure 4.8: Group member page with back links

Figure 4.9: Group member page presented using different theme
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Figure 4.10: Design process

Figure 4.11: WordPress extensions
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Figure 4.12: Approaches
the data model is a key prerequisite. Although we propose the design-by-example method,
we make use of it by exploiting the example data in order to form a data model that will be
used for the construction of mechanisms that enable data management. On the other hand,
the other approach starts by designing an ER model. Figure 4.12 illustrates and compares our
approach (top) and the approach proposed by Leone et al. [12] (bottom).
The major difference between these two approaches is the data model building process. Generally, model-driven approaches cater for the teams of people with different background. That
limitation is overcome in this case by making use of WordPress, which can be successfully
employed by individuals. However, users still have to create an ER model which implies that
they have a notion of it and have to invest time in order to define a suitable model. On the
other hand, in our approach, the user’s main concern is to choose the representative example
data so that the system can automatically form a data model. Since users are looking at the
existing data, they already have a notion of the general data structure. Moreover, we propose
the mechanisms which automatically derive data models. Once they are optimized and reasonable systematic, they can provide the higher efficiency, which implies the better results.
One well known limitation of the established model-driven approaches is the evolution of the
data-model. Usually, when the model requires a change, it is done firstly on the conceptual
level and then the data structures are built again from the scratch. The same situation is with
the proposed meta plugin. After the creation of the custom post type, its schema cannot be
modified. The ER model has to be updated firstly in order to derive the custom post type
again. In the contrary, our approach enables the evolution of the data model during and after
the creation of custom post types. The more data is entered after creation of the custom
post type, the model is more suitable. For example, relationships are created by example,
using data from generated data structures. However, the big amount of example data does
not always ensure better models. One important aspect to consider here is the complexity of
the data model. Our approach is relatively new and further research is needed, especially in
the domain of relationships that can be constructed by example. Currently, we explored m:n
relationships between data structures. Yet, it is not enough in order to reach the complexity of the models designed by model-driven approaches. ER models are far more expressive
than models formed by example. Furthermore, there is a difference in the level of abstraction.
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Design-by-example methods are tightly connected to data and it can bring specific limitations
while model-driven approaches tend to be more independent.

5

Conclusion
In this chapter we provide a brief overview and a discussion of the proposed data-driven
approach. Subsequently, we give possible directions for the future research.

5.1

Discussion

Design-by-example is a relatively new interface-driven approach. It is promising because its
key concepts match the needs of large number of people within the web engineering community. Given that the data-intensive web sites managed by different CMS make a large part
of the Web nowadays, the idea to extend this interface-driven approach to the data level seems
very reasonable. Although our approach cannot compete with model-driven approaches when
it comes to the development of very complicated models, our evaluation shows that it can support the development of reasonably complex web sites.
In this thesis, we presented an approach which brings the design-by-example approach to the
data level. The main goal is to make use of example data in order to support the design of
data-driven web sites. Our approach is to develop a method which can extract the underlying
schema from example data, taking into consideration not only the structure of the data, but
also the data content. We use the extracted schema in order to derive a more general data
model, which will present a basis for mechanisms that support data management, such as
data insertion, data modification, and data presentation. Within our approach, we investigated
relationships between data structures, which can be constructed by making use of the existing
data from those structures.
Furthermore, we chose WordPress, one of the most popular CMS nowadays, as a target platform to implement our concepts. As a result, we presented Custom Post Type by Example
- a WordPress plugin which illustrates our approach and serves as a proof of concept. Since
41
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posts are main data containers within the WordPress model, the plugin takes posts’ content
as example data. The schema extraction can be performed in either an automatic or a manual
way which involves the user interaction. Based on the extracted schema, the plugin automatically generate custom post types, which take care of the data persistence and enable
data management. Also, page and post templates are generated for every custom post type.
These templates allow the presentation of the custom posts. Moreover, the plugin provides a
component that manages relationships between custom post types. The component exploits
custom posts’ content in order to construct relationships. This can be performed either automatically or on demand. Relationships allow the creation of contextual links and trigger a
mechanism which improves user experience when it comes to the data insertion.
Finally, we conducted a technical evaluation of our system. The web site from the given
scenario is analyzed and re-created using the proposed plugin while the recreation process
is described and discussed in details. Furthermore, we made a conceptual comparison with
the proposed model-driven approach, which also focuses on the data level, and pointed out
advantages and limitations of our approach.

5.2

Future Work

In this thesis, we demonstrated that our approach is feasible. However, there is a number of
aspects to consider in the future research:
• Further investigation of the relationship concept
Within our approach, we suggested the creation of relationships between data structures, based on the data that these structures consist of. Basically, the idea is to exploit the design-by-example approach for the construction of relationships between
data structures within the data model. However, we made only one step towards this
idea and investigated m:n relationships. Future research would consider more complex
hierarchies that can be constructed using proposed approach. Furthermore, different
referential actions should be explored as well as applications of particular type of relationships.
• More extensive evaluation
In this thesis, we conducted a technical evaluation using the proposed scenario, and
we made a conceptual comparison with the model-driven approach. The next step
would be to conduct a user study, which would provide the useful feedback and point
on possible limitations. Moreover, in order to perform a more reliable evaluation, a
more complex web site should be chosen within a scenario and a technical overview
conducted against it. From our point of view, our approach cannot support as high
level of complexity as model-driven approaches can, however, the extensive evaluation
should define clear boundaries that our approach can reach.
• Higher level of abstraction for proposed model
We chose WordPress as a target platform and presented the tool which is based on the
WordPress’s underlying model. Some concepts are tightly connected with the Word-
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Press’s architecture. For example, the module that performs the schema extraction
assumes that the specific filters are applied to data content. Therefore, the further step
would be to define a more abstract concept, which can be successfully applied to different systems besides WordPress.
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